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Over 30 handy ways to use your CrocMagnet in this Guide

CrocMagnet TM

Trademark & Patent Pending

Designed to keep your fingers clean and away from surfaces that might carry germs
and disease, use in areas where you get a high volume of people coming in to
contact with the same surfaces. PLUS over 30 other handy uses it’s the perfect Gift
for yourself, your friends or family, and it’s ready to go on your Keyring when you
need it.

www.CrocMagnet.com

Safely Touch Potential Germ Covered Surfaces

Push Button at Pedestrian Crossings

Safely press Elevator Buttons
(especially in Hospitals)

Safely open doors

Turn Pages in Books, Magazines and
Newspapers. No more licking your fingers
to turn pages.

More Public Surfaces that may carry germs or disease
ATM Machines

Hand Rails

Grab bars on
trains and buses

Taxi and UBER
Door handles

Light Switches

Escalator
Flush Toilets

Antimicrobial what does that mean?
The Crocmagnet is made from food
grade Antimicrobial Silicon Rubber that
is FDA Approved
(U.S Federal Drug Administration).
Antimicrobial is defined in the British
Dictoinary as “Capable of destroying or
inhibiting the growth of disease-causing
microbes”.
Due to its resiliency, non-porous surface and
sustainability, food grade silicone is kinda like
the Superman of silicones.

The CrocMagnet was designed to give you an extra layer of protection
when touching common surfaces that might be hiding dangerous bacteria
and germs, by removing direct contact with your fingers.
Did you know ? A recent study (see article below) found we touch our face
23 times per/hour, which is one of the main ways we catch and
spread disease.
Wash or rinse your CrocMagnet regularly, specially after touching public surfaces,
the Antimicrobial Silicone outer shell allows you to easily clean the unit under
warm to hot soapy water to remove any microbes (Careful when using Hot Water).
Whilst the CrocMagnet is Antimicrobial and therefor resistant to disease forming
microbes, it may still hold bacteria and other Disease like Covid on its surface, so
good practice is to place your hands and fingers on the side with the ‘Croc head’
image (so lets call this the clean side) and use the reverse side (we will call this Dirty
side) to Press,Grab or Hold surfaces. Washing the unit regularly under warm soapy
water specially after touching surfaces is required.
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200317-how-to- stop-touching-your-face

Image above courtesy of the NSW Government
Public Service Announcement regarding Covid-19

More Handy Uses

The following pages show just some of the many ways the CrocMagnet
can help you both indoors and out.
Desk mounting your mobile - 3 options
image 1
1. You can leave your keys on the keyhook.
2. You can remove the keys just use
CrocMagnet (see image 1)

image 2
3. Remove both the keys and the keyhook and just
use the CrocMagnet (see image 2)

Remove Keyhook for a more stable hold on slippery
surfaces

Cell / Mobile Phone Mounting in your Car

Step 1

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2

Step 5

IMPORTANT
Please comply with
any State Laws
regarding the safe
use of your Cell /
Mobile Phone
whilst operating a
vehicle.

Step 6 Finish

Removing CrocMagnet

More Handy Uses
Hands Free Video Chat
Simply attach your CrocMagnet to your mobile
using the supplied metal mounting plate, then place
it on your fridge (works with all Metal fridges)
because the CrocMagnet features a 2-way magnet
it holds both the mobile phone and the fridge at the
same time.

Store your Eyewear, sunglasses on
fridge with keys

Your keys will always be right where you left
them, on the fridge.

Cooking in Kitchen - Keep your Utensils
Close At Hand and off the bench, freeing
up more space to prepare. Attach to the
metal face of the rangehood.

Cooking outside on the BBQ / Grill attach utensils to the lip of the lid/hood,
this gives you more space for food or
plates on the bench.

More Handy Uses
open cans or tins with pull rings.
handy if you dont want to wreck your
nails, or have arthritis.

Tip: Pushing down the inside of the tab with
your thumb will slightly raise the rear of the ring
tab, allowing you to slide your CrocMagnet
much easier under the ring.

Slide under pull ring.

Lift Up to open

More Handy Uses
Going for a Surf or a run outdoors,
simply hide your keys on your car, no
more carrying heavy keys around.
Tip: The CrocMagnet is nonreflective rubber and will blend into
the underside of the vehicle easily. A
great hiding spot is behind the tyres
on the shock absorbers. (See
images below)

locate a suitable metal
surface like wheel springs
or car frame that is hidden
from view

Place your CrocMagnet
making sure for a good
connection, and keys are
out of sight.

Working on or under your car, store
tools within easy reach on any part
of the metal chassis

Find Body Filler on car - handy when
Purchasing a car to check if it has
been in an accident. Magnet will only
stick to metal areas.

More Handy
More Handy
UsesUses

Great Shot! - Capture a video of your
favourite Golf swing, simply setup your
mobile and press record on your device and
capture the shot.

Store a metal flash light in an easy to
find location, no special bracket
needed, just a metal surface, or
corner wall with metal bracing.

School Locker - Teenagers Safely
Store their Mobile / Cell Phones. Use
on all metal lockers (can be used on
plastic lockers that have metal
screws or other metal compoents
inside)

Hold Party or Festive decorations in
place without using screws or nails. Use
metal corner braces or metal light fitting
to hold the ends of your decoration or
balloons in place. CrocMagnet can be
hidden behind decoration, not hidden
here so you can see it in action.

More Handy Uses

Stop losing You TV Remote, Store it on TV
or Walls

Find wall studs by locating the metal nails or
screws used to fix the paster wall sheets to
the timber studs.

Sewing Needles and pins have a
habit of finding their way to dangerous
locations like your kitchen or couch.
Keep them together in plain sight.

Hold Fishing Hooks

More Handy Uses

Counting Cash - Stop! DON’T LICK YOUR
FINGERS, the silicon rubber on the CrocMagnet
does a way better and SAFER job.
Hint: Using 2 CrocMagnets you can hold the
notes together at one end and count at the
other.

Pen Holder on Fridge using any metal parts of
the pen

Safely store your Scissors on Fridge

Hold/support Screw Drivers stable,
perfect when your hands are shaky.

Working on Vehicle engine or under car,
store Tools on Car Bonnet within easy
reach, or under the chassis.

More Handy Uses

Hold Paint brush on Paint Can.
Holds brush on can whilst you climb
a ladder, you can secure the
paintbrush to the guttering, freeing
up your hands, having an extra
hand free when you are climbing a
ladder is very important for safety.

Paint is easily washed off the
CracMagnet.

Mobile Phone Mounting Plate
Metal Mounting Plate for mobile phone
The metal mounting plate is used to attach
your CrocMagnet to your mobile/cell.

Easy Attachment - Using 3M the worlds best tape manufacturer
for over 100 years since 1902
Installation Steps
1. Clean and dust and grime from the back of your phone. Make
sure the surface of your phone back is dry and smooth.
2. Peel the 3M sticker from the back of the metal plate and stick
the metal plate onto the surface of your phone, adhere with
finger or hand pressure on it for at least 20 seconds.
3. We suggest you wait for 24 hours before using to make sure
the metal plate sticks firmly onto your phone back.
If you want to remove it, you can use a hair dryer blowing hot
wind on it to melt the adhesive first and a business card or
credit card to pry it off.
0.5mm Ultra Thin Metal Mounting Plate

Strong enough to hold your phone and thin
enough not to be noticed.
IMPORTANT Stick plate direct to back of
mobile phone itself for the best connection, if
using a mobile cover that is thicker than 1mm
then stick the metal plate on the outside of the
cover.

Other Uses

Hold items like wet clothes or string
line on your caravan (using outside
metal walls of van) a great way to
hang wet clothes easily.

Place CrocMagnet on your
mobile then connect to
metal basketball ring or
football goals and press
record and tape your best
shot.

Place CrocMagnet over car door lock on
vehicle door to stop it from freezing over.

Hold Photos, Bills or
important doc’s on your
fridge

TikTok
set record on your
mobile and tape your
dance moves, whilst
CrocMagnet holds
your mobile phone on
floor or on a metal
surface.

Help get Batteries out
of Devices

Hairdresser’s - trying to hold both
your cutting scissors and thinning
scissors, now you can have both
close at hand within easy access.

Hold securely your Plans to
the Bonet of your vehicle
when working outdoors (4
CrocMagnets, one for each
corner would generate a
secure fit in windy
conditions)

Many people have already found new handy uses for their CrocMagnet that are not
included in this guide.

Magnet Safety
Magnet Disclaimer Safety
Powerful attraction forces can cause injury
Neodymium magnets are more powerful than other kinds of magnets. The incredibly powerful force between magnets can
often be surprising to those unfamiliar with their strength.
Neodymium magnets are not for children
Neodymium magnets are not toys.
Children should not be allowed to handle neodymium magnets. Small magnets can pose a chocking hazard. if multiple
magnets are swallowed, they can attach to one another through intestinal walls. This can cause severe health risk, requiring
immediate emergency surgery if correctly diagnosed. IMPORTANT The CrocMagnet fully encloses the magnet in a sealed
Silicon Rubber outer shell making it more safe and less likely to be swallowed.
Neodymium magnets can affect pacemakers
The strong magnetic fields near a neodymium magnet can affect pacemakers, ICDs and other implanted medical devices.
Many of these devices are designed to deactivate in a magnetic field. Care must be taken to avoid inadvertently deactivating
such Neodymium devices.
Magnets can affect magnetic media
The strong magnetic fields near neodymium magnets can damage magnetic media such as floppy disks, ID cards. They
can also damage televisions, computer monitors and CRT displays. Avoid placing neodymium magnets near electronic
appliances
Neodymium magnets can become demagnetized at high temperatures
While operating temperatures are often listed as 176 degrees farenheit, the actual maximum operating temperature of a
magnet can vary with the grade, magnet shape and how the magnet is used.
Neodymium magnet powder or dust is flammable
Avoid drilling or machining neodymium magnets. When ground into a dust or powder, this material is highly flammable.
Strong magnetic fields can interfere with compasses and navigation
Strong Magnetic fields can influence internal compasses of smartphone and GPS devices. However the small magnet the
CrocMagnet uses has not caused any issues on any testing. Mobile phones currently use internal magnets to run many
features from determining if the phone is open on flip phones, in speakers, and some other functions. If you notice any
problems please discontinue using your Crocmagnet on your mobile device.
Neodymium magnets can corrode
In normal operation Neodymium magnets can rust or corrode in the presence of moisture, however the CrocMagnet
encloses the Magnet in a Silicon Robber outer shell that protects the Magnet from outside elements.
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